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Here it comes – Brace yourself for the summer flood, all.
It feels like about time BNL got back out on tour, doesn’t it? They’ve surprised me with how
busy they’ve been this month nonetheless – Up to and including custard! – but I’m sure we all
can’t wait, including them. With them only opening the chance of hearing any of that hinted new
music is probably low, but maybe by the UK & Canada tours that are in the works...
I hope you’ve all been following Liam’s excellent blog about life on the road with the Steve Page
Trio – A little insight into what BNL’s life will soon be like again!
I cannot wait for Kevin’s new solo album next month. I’ve always been dying for an instrumental
album of his, and the two songs so far are beautiful beyond belief as I’d always hoped. - Mil

NEWS

 The big, summer-busting Group Therapy tour with
Hootie & The Blowfish has now begun! A couple of
shows down, still most of the 48 to go – Full dates if
you still don’t have tickets on the final page. (And
check out Hootie & The Blowfish on Steven Colbert)

 The Big Bang Theory had its finale this month, and BNL were celebrating all the way. A
full round-up on page 2.

 An acoustic version of Fake Nudes called Fake Nudes: Naked is out now! More details on
page 2.

Solo News

Ed

♪

Kevin

To celebrate everything Big Bang,
Ed made a guest appearance on
5 Minutes With an Astronomer to
discuss the song and listen to
some science!

Steve

♪

Steve‟s on the road in Canada
right now, but earlier this month
spoke about mental health to The
Chronicle Herald and 519. He
also did an interview on his
career now with iHeartRadio.

♪

♪

♪

Kevin‟s new solo album, Calm and Cents, is out June 14th – Yes, that soon!
The single „The Chemical Valley‟ is already out for purchase, plus check out
the hauntingly beautiful animation of „The Silent Collapse‟. AND in
conjunction Kevin will also be re-releasing his entire solo catalogue of all 7
past albums. Read the full details about both releases on Kevin‟s site.

The Norval Morriseau documentary, There Are No Fakes, that Kevin had a
big part in was voted no. 1 in category by audiences at Hot Docs, and 7th out
of all 235 films shown! It‟s been picked up by Mongrel Media to distribute
this summer in theatres and then on TV in autumn. Follow the
documentary‟s Twitter to find out when it‟s coming near you.
Finally Kevin‟s superhero-themed EP released last month is now completely
sold out of its special edition vinyl release. That‟s it, all 500 copies are gone!
A digital release is hopefully coming for anyone who missed their chance.
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Jim

♪

Jim and brother Andy will be at the Stratford Summer Music on
July 24th in Stratford, Ontario, along with special guests Tom
Allen, Robert Carli & Mark Fewer. Get tickets here.

Tyler‟s been charging up power for some extrapowerful drumming this summer! Or so we‟ll have to
assume – No News

Upcoming

How Naked Can You Make It?

Following the 2017 release of BNL‟s latest album Fake Nudes, they have now released an acoustic
version called Fake Nudes: Naked this May 30th!
The EP is digital-only and can be purchased HERE. Video versions of some songs will be released
on BNL‟s YouTube channel, including „Lookin‟ Up‟ and „Canada Dry‟.

Features

It All Ended With a Big Bang

The long-running TV series The Big Bang Theory, which BNL composed the
theme song for, came to an end this month with much celebration and
attention.

BNL put out a webisode to celebrate (Ed sure is humble, isn‟t he?) and Ed did
a gazillion interviews about the story of creating the song – Although the tale
may not be as true as Ed always tells it!
The Ladies appeared alongside the cast of The Big Bang Theory on the
Stephen Colbert show to perform the full theme song. They
also released new versions of the theme song, an acoustic
and solo version by Ed (which was actually the demo version
Ed originally submitted) and a duelling guitars version with
Ed and Kevin (Full and TV-sized)

The Big Bang link also led to BNL unveiling a partnership with Hibbard‟s
Original Frozen Custard to produce a new flavour called Big Barenaked
Bang which is a „coffee custard with chocolate-covered espresso beans‟
(developed by the band themself!)
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Upcoming Dates

Fun and Games

To get tickets visit BNL’s official website

Time for a BNL riddle!

♫ My role for the newsletter, sometimes it's physical, but when in this
position it's all been done.

Answer next issue!
Last issue’s answer: Serendipity (SE – Wren – Dip – I – Tea)

Fog of Writing

Behind the song: ‘Little Tiny Song’

“My bro Andy wrote it before Mad Cow ever became a problem. The song
was inspired during a Canada World Youth Exchange in Uruguay where he
was stationed on a dairy farm. He was sitting under a shady tree one
afternoon, and was trying to figure out what thoughts were in a cow‟s head.
That cow must have been pretty pissed.” [Source: Jim on the old BNL blog]

Credit: @colbertlateshow

Everything Old Is New Again

Let‟s throw it back to a rooftop in 1996 Portland this month for a short, little
show complete with some bad haircuts and even worse fashion! Featuring
the joys of Jim crooning to you, a handful of songs plus banter and an
adorably young Kevin.

That’s it for this issue! Send feedback, ideas and contributions to newsletter@getbarenaked.net or tweet @Mil_Feirn
Photos, videos, fanart, reviews, fanfiction – If it’s got something to do with BNL, we want to see it!
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Barenaked Ladies Official

Get Barenaked!
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